Abstract. Fixing an arithmetic lattice in an algebraic group G, the commensurability growth function assigns to each n the cardinality of the set of subgroups with OE W \ OE W \ D n. This growth function gives a new setting where methods of F. Grunewald, D. Segal and G. C. Smith's "Subgroups of finite index in nilpotent groups" apply to study arithmetic lattices in an algebraic group. In particular, we show that, for any unipotent algebraic Z-group with arithmetic lattice , the Dirichlet function associated to the commensurability growth function satisfies an Euler decomposition. Moreover, the local parts are rational functions in p s , where the degrees of the numerator and denominator are independent of p. This gives regularity results for the set of arithmetic lattices in G.
Introduction
Let G be an algebraic group defined over Z (an algebraic Z-group). Two subgroups 1 and 2 of G.R/ are commensurable if their commensurability index c. 1 ; 2 /´OE 1 W 1 \ 2 OE 2 W 1 \ 2 is finite. An arithmetic lattice of G is a subgroup of G.R/ that is commensurable with G.Z/. The first purpose of this article is to show that, when G is unipotent, the set of arithmetic lattices in G has a great deal of regularity. The second purpose is to bring attention to a new notion of quantifying commensurability.
The main tool of this article is the commensurability growth function
Our results about c n are stated in the language of zeta functions. Let G be an algebraic group and F a family of subgroups of G.R/. We associate to such a family the Dirichlet series where c n .F /´j¹ 2 F W c.G.Z/; / D nºj. Following [6] , there are two questions one can ask about the sequence c n .F /: (a) how fast does it grow, and (b) how regularly does it behave? Pursuing (a) is the study of commensurability growth, which we do not directly address here. We will address (b) by decomposing F into local parts and proving a local regularity theorem. The families we consider are the following:
L.G/´¹all arithmetic lattices inside Gº;
Define the global and local commensurability zeta functions
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The main results
We start with an elementary example, proved in § 2.
The zeta functions introduced in [6] decompose into Euler products. Our first main result, proved in § 3.1, is an analogous decomposition of the commensurability zeta function G for G 2 U .
as formal products over all primes of Dirichlet series.
The main content of this article, our next result, is proved in § 3.2. 
i is the prime factorization of n; (2) there exist positive integers l and k such that, for each prime p, the sequence .c p i .L.G/// i>l satisfies a linear recurrence relation over Z of length at most k.
Our proof of Theorem 1.3 uses [11, Theorem 22] . We require a stronger theorem than that used in [6] since we express the local commensurability zeta function as a p-adic integral over an unbounded set (see Proposition 3.12). To find this explicit formula, we constructed a parametrization of lattices that gives a closed form for the commensurability index function (see Lemma 3.10). We also discovered an explicit correspondence
that may be of independent interest (see Lemma 3.5).
We were moved to pursue this subject after reading the work of N. Avni, S. Lim and E. Nevo [1] on the related concept of commensurator growth. Commensurator growth in [1] , subgroup growth in [6] and commensurability growth in this paper are all studied through their associated zeta functions. Associating zeta functions to growth functions in groups is an active area of research, centering around subgroup growth and representation growth. For background reading on these subjects, we recommend the references [8, 10, 15] .
U is the class of unipotent algebraic Z-groups.
T is the class of torsion-free finitely generated nilpotent groups.
jS j is the cardinality of the set S.
Z.G/ is the center of G.
T n .R/ is the set of lower-triangular n n matrices over a commutative ring R.
.s/ is the Riemann zeta function.
The one-dimensional case
We begin with the integers. In this case, we can directly relate the commensurability zeta function with the classical zeta function.
Proof. The subgroups of R commensurable with Z are all of the form rZ, where r 2 Q . Writing r D n=d in reduced form, we have c.Z; rZ/ D nd . Hence,
From this, we get, for distinct primes p 1 ; p 2 ; p 3 ; : : : ; p n ,
And for any prime p, 
3 Unipotent algebraic groups
To any G 2 U, we fix an embedding of G.R/ into a group T n .R/ such that
given by Kolchin's theorem [9] . With this in hand, we first show that, for any unipotent algebraic Z-group G, the commensurability growth function takes values in N.
Proof. Given n 2 N, for any 2 L n .G/ and for every h 2 , we have h n 2 G.Z/. By [13, Exercise 7, p. 114], there exists a finitely generated subgroup Ä G.Q/ that contains every nth root of an element of G. Then every element in L n .G/ is a subgroup of of index at most nOE W G.Z/. Since is finitely generated, it has finitely many subgroups of any given index, so L n .G/ is finite.
As an immediate consequence of the proof of Lemma 3.1, we get the wellknown fact that arithmetic lattices in G are contained in G.Q/.
Slight modifications of a technical idea in the proof of Lemma 3.1 will be used repeatedly throughout the rest of the paper, so we encapsulate them here. Throughout, for any Ä G.R/ and n 2 N, we write 1=n for the group generated by elements g 2 G.R/ such that g n 2 . (1) For any k 2 N, OE 1=k W is finite. 
Then, by item (2), it follows that we have bounded OE p k W as desired.
The Euler decomposition
Proof. Any group in L n .G/ is a subgroup of G.Z/ 1=n . Hence, applying item (1) of Lemma 3.3, we see that D hL n .G/i is finitely generated and contains each element of L n .G/ as a subgroup of finite index. Hence, ƒ 0 n D \ A2L n .G/ A is a subgroup of finite index in . Let ƒ n be the normal core of ƒ 0 n in . Consider the group ´ =ƒ n . It is a finite nilpotent group, and hence decomposes into a product of its Sylow p-subgroups:
For any image A in of an element 2 L n .G/, we get the decomposition
where A p are the Sylow p-subgroups of A and A p Ä S p for every p. A similar statement is true for the image Q of G.Z/ in ; we have
We compute
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Further, c.A p ; Q p / is the greatest power of p that divides n. Since any such element of L n .G/ arises from such a decomposed A, we have
and hence the Euler decomposition for the commensurability zeta function above holds.
p-adic formulation and the proof of Theorem 1.3
Let G 2 U. Fix a Mal'cev basis .x 1 ; : : : ; x n / for G.Z/ so that 1 < hx 1 i < hx 1 ; x 2 i < < hx 1 ; : : : ; x n i D G.Z/ is a central series with infinite cyclic successive quotients. Elements in G.Q p / may be identified with the set of all "p-adic words" of the form
x a n n ; where a 2 Q n p :
Note that x parametrizes G.Z/ when restricted to a 2 Z n . Let , Ä, and .i/ for i 2 be polynomials defined over Q as in [6, p. 197 ] for the T group G.Z/ so that, for a 2 Z n , we have We denote the closure of a subset S of G.Q p / to be S or S . For any 2 L.G/, we have that is the pro-p completion of [16, Theorem 4.3.5] . Proof. Since h i 2 G i n G i 1 for i D 1; : : : ; n, we have
x r i n n ; where r ij 2 Q p :
For any such nonzero r ij , we have r ij D up k , where k 2 Z and u 2 Z p . If all such k are nonpositive, then we appeal to [6, Lemma 2.1]. Otherwise, let k be the maximal integer that appears in this way. Then
Thus, by applying item (2) of Lemma 3.3, we have that there exists m 2 N such that H m Ä G.Z p /. It follows that G.Z p / \ H must have the same dimension as G, and so item (1) follows. Items (2) and (3) (1) .x.a 1 /; : : : ; x.a n // is a good basis for , (2) .x.b 1 /; : : : ; x.b n // is a good basis for \ G.Z p /.
Combining suitable U./ into one set, we define
The next proposition shows that U p is L p -defined in the sense of [11] (that is, it can be defined using first-order logic, p-norms and field operations). Note that jxj p jyj p can be stated in L P (see the example in [11, p. 71] (1) det.A/ ¤ 0 and the rows a 1 ; : : : ; a n of the matrix A satisfy for 1 Ä i < j Ä n; there exist Y Let .A; B/ 2 U p . Let H be the closed subgroup of G.Q p / generated by x.a i /, where a i are the rows or A, and let be the subgroup in L p`. G/ corresponding to H given by Lemma 3.5. The conditions above ensure .A; B/ 2 U./.
Our parametrization of arithmetic lattices gives a nice formula for the commensurability index. The desired result follows.
For n 2 N, let be the Haar measure on Q n p normalized so that .Z n p / D 1. 
